Diagram 27.2 Domain Life Cycle - Application State

**Transaction state**

- Initial stage
- Pending
  - Invalid Document
  - Payment & document received
  - Completed
    - Rejected
      - After 24 days without required document or payment will be rejected
  - Completed
    - After expiry date
    - Active
      - Expiry
        - 30 Days after expiry date
        - Blackout
          - 60 Days after blackout date
          - Release
        - End stage
Diagram 27.3 Domain Life Cycle - Modify Name server / Domain updated
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Diagram 27.4 Domain life cycle - Domain Name Deletion
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- Cancel
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  - Within 7 days
  - Within 7 Days
    - Completed

Domain state

- Active
  - Immediate
  - Blackout
    - 60 Days after blackout date
      - Release
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- Active
  - Remove zone record from DNS
  - Inactive/Removal
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Diagram 27.5 Domain Life Cycle - Domain Holding Right Transfer
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New holder can choose to enjoy remaining domain activation period or new year teams + remaining domain activation period.

Activation of TNR may start in blackout state. If there is no year term selected, it will not be activated eventually.
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Diagram 27.6 Domain Life Cycle - Domain Transfer between registrars

Transaction state

- Initial stage
  - Request from gaining registrar

- Pending
  - Within 1 hour by system automation

  - TTR allowed
    - Active (after expiry date)
      - Expiry (30 days after black out date)
        - Blackout (60 days after blackout date)
          - Release

- Rejected
  - Rejected by gaining registrar
    - TTR not allowed after 56 days after blackout date

- Approved
  - TTR allowed
    - Active (after expiry date)
      - Expiry (30 days after black out date)
        - Blackout (60 days after blackout date)
          - Release

- Cancel
  - Cancel by gaining registrar
    - End stage

Domain state

Gaining Registrar

- Active (after expiry date)
  - Expiry (30 days after black out date)
    - Blackout (60 days after blackout date)
      - Release

Losing Registrar

- Active (after expiry date)
  - Expiry (30 days after black out date)
    - Blackout (60 days after blackout date)
      - Release
Diagram 27.7 Domain Life Cycle - Domain Name Renew

**Transaction state**
- **Initial stage**
  - By Registrant / Registrar
    - Reject after 50 days if insufficient credit
  - Successful Payment
    - Pending
    - Completed
  - Unsuccessful payment
    - End stage

**Domain state**
- **Active**
  - After expiry date
  - Expiry
    - 30 Days after expiry date
    - Blackout
      - 60 Days after blackout date
      - Release
        - By Reseller
          - Make reinstatement fee
          - Unsuccessful payment

**DNS state**
- **Active**
  - Remove zone record from DNS
- **Inactive/Removal**